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Abstract—In recent years, wind energy has
become one of the most important and
promising sources of renewable energy,
which demands additional transmission
capacity and better means of maintaining
system reliability. The stator of the generator
is directly connected to the grid while the
rotor is connected through a back-to-back
converter which is dimensioned to stand only
a fraction of the generator rated power. The
DFIG brings the advantage of utilizing the
turns ratio of the machine, so the converter
does not need to be rated for the machine’s
full rated power.
Keywords:— Wind energy conversion system
(WECS), Doubly-Fed Induction Generator
(DFIG)
1. INTRODUCTION
The additional freedom of reactive
power generation by the GSC is usually not
used due to the fact that it is more preferable
to do so using the RSC. However, within the
available current capacity the GSC can be
controlled to participate in reactive power
generation in steady state as well as during
low voltage periods. The GSC can supply the
required reactive current very quickly while
the RSC passes the current through the
machine resulting in a delay. Both converters
can be temporarily overloaded, so the DFIG is
able to provide a considerable contribution to
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grid voltage support during short circuit
periods. This report deals with the
introduction of DFIG, AC/DC/AC converter
control and finally the SIMULINK/MATLAB
simulation for isolated Induction generator as
well as for grid connected Doubly Fed
Induction Generator and corresponding results
and waveforms are displayed.
2. WIND ENERGY CONVERSION
SYSTEM
Wind energy conversion system
(WECS) is the overall system that converts
the wind energy into useful electrical power
through a mechanical power. The WECS
consists of three major aspects aerodynamic,
mechanical and electrical aspect. The major
parts included in the mechanical and the
electrical power conversion of a typical wind
turbine system are shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Block Diagram Showing the Components of
WECS Connected to Grid.
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Steady-state operation of the Doubly-Fed
Induction Generator (DFIG)
The DFIG is an induction machine with
a wound rotor where the rotor and stator are
both connected to electrical sources, hence the
term „doubly-fed‟. The rotor has three phase
windings which are energized with threephase currents. These rotor currents establish
the rotor magnetic field. The rotor magnetic
field interacts with the stator magnetic field to
develop torque. The magnitude of the torque
depends on the strength of the two fields (the
stator field and the rotor field) and the angular
displacement between the two fields.
Mathematically, the torque is the vector
product of the stator and rotor fields.
Conceptually, the torque is developed by
magnetic attraction between magnet poles of
opposite polarity where, in this case, each of
the rotor and stator magnetic fields establish a
pair of magnet poles, Figure 2. Clearly,
optimum torque is developed when the two
vectors are normal to each other. If the stator
winding is fed from a 3-phase balanced
source the stator flux will have a constant
magnitude and will rotate at the synchronous
speed. We will use the per-phase equivalent
circuit of the induction machine to lay the
foundations for the discussion of torque
control in the DFIG. The equivalent circuit of
the induction machine is shown in Figure 3.
The stator side has two „parasitic‟
components, Rs and Ls, which represent the
resistance of the stator phase winding and the
leakage inductance of the phase winding
respectively. The leakage inductance models
all the flux generated by current in the stator
windings that does not cross the air-gap of the
machine, it is therefore not useful for the
production of torque. The stator resistance is a
natural consequence of the windings being
fabricated from materials that are good
conductors but nonetheless have finite
conductance (hence resistance). The
magnetising branch, Lm, models the
generation of useful flux in the machine – flux
that crosses the air-gap either from stator to
rotor or vice-versa.

Figure 2. Magnetic pole system generated by currents
in the stator and rotor windings.

The stator and the rotor field generate a
torque that tends to try and align poles of
opposite polarity. In this case, of rotor
experiences a clockwise torque.Per-phase
equivalent circuit of an induction machine.
Per-phase equivalent circuit of an induction
machine.

Figure 3. Per-phase equivalent circuit of an induction
machine.

Like the stator circuit, the rotor circuit
also has two parasitic elements. The rotor
leakage reactance, Lr, and the rotor resistance
Rr. In addition, the rotor circuit models the
generated mechanical power by including an
additional rotor resistance component, Rr(1–
s)/s. Note that the rotor and stator circuits are
linked via a transformer whose turns ratio
depends on the actual turns ratio between the
stator and rotor (1:k), and also the slip, s, of
the machine. In an induction machine the slip
is defined as
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where ns and nr are the synchronous
speed and the mechanical speed of the rotor
respectively. The synchronous speed is given
by

where p = number of pole pairs and fe is
the electrical frequency of the applied stator
voltage. We will first consider the operation
of the machine as a standard induction motor.
If the rotor circuit is left open circuit and the
rotor locked (standstill), when stator
excitation is applied, a voltage will be
generated at the output terminals of the rotor
circuit, Vr. The frequency of this output will
be at the applied stator frequency as slip in
this case is 1. If the rotor is turned
progressively faster and faster in the subsynchronous mode, the frequency at the
output terminals of the rotor will decrease as
the rotor accelerates towards the synchronous
speed. At synchronous speed the rotor
frequency will be zero. As the rotor
accelerates beyond synchronous speed (the
super-synchronous mode) the frequency of
the rotor voltage begins to increase again, but
has the opposite phase sequence to the subsynchronous mode. Hence, the frequency of
the rotor voltage is

No rotor currents can flow with the
rotor open circuit; hence there is no torque
production as there is no rotor field ψr, Figure
2.1. If the rotor was short circuited externally,
rotor currents can flow, and they will flow at
the frequency given by (2.3). The rotor
currents produce a rotor magnetic field, ψr,
which rotates at the same mechanical speed as
the stator field, ψs. The two fields interact to
produce torque, Figure 1. It is important to
recognize that the rotor magnetic field and the
stator magnetic field both rotate at the
synchronous speed. The rotor may be turning
asynchronously, but the rotor field rotates at
the same speed as the stator field. The
mechanical torque generated by the machine
is found by calculating the power absorbed

(or generated) by the rotor resistance
component Rr(1–s)/s. This is shown to be

In an ideal induction machine, we can
ignore the rotor and stator phase winding
resistance and leakage inductance. The perphase equivalent circuit then becomes simple,
Figure 3. The phasor diagram for the machine
is shown. Note that the stator generated flux
component is normal to the rotor current
(hence rotor flux) phasor giving the optimum
conditions for

Figure 4: Simplified equivalent circuit of the induction
machine assuming low values of slip and negligible
stator and rotor leakage reactance.

Phasor diagram demonstrates optimal
orientation of magnetising current and rotor
current. Torque production (note this is true
for low values of slip only). Using this
simplified circuit diagram, the mechanical
torque production is then:

Another advantage of the DFIG
technology is the ability for power electronic
converters to generate or absorb reactive
power, thus eliminating the need for installing
capacitor banks as in the case of squirrel-cage
induction generator.
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In steady-state at fixed speed for a loss
less generator

and It follows that:

Figure 5: Basic Diagram of Doubly Fed Induction
Generator with Converters

Where Vr is the rotor voltage and Vgc
is grid side voltage. The AC/DC/AC
converter is basically a PWM converter which
uses sinusoidal PWM technique to reduce the
harmonics present in the wind turbine driven
DFIG system. Here Crotor is rotor side
converter and Cgrid is grid side converter. To
control the speed of wind turbine gear boxes
or electronic control can be used.
Operating Principle of DFIG

Figure 6: Power flow diagram of DFIG

The mechanical power and the stator
electric power output are computed as
follows:

Where
the slip of the generator

is defined as

Generally the absolute value of slip is
much lower than 1 and, consequently, Pr is
only a fraction of Ps. Since Tm is positive for
power generation and since ωs is positive and
constant for a constant frequency grid voltage,
the sign of Pr is a function of the slip sign. Pr
is positive for negative slip (speed greater
than synchronous speed) and it is negative for
positive slip (speed lower than synchronous
speed). For super synchronous speed
operation, Pr is transmitted to DC bus
capacitor and tends to rise the DC voltage.
For sub-synchronous speed operation, Pr is
taken out of DC bus capacitor and tends to
decrease the DC voltage. Cgrid is used to
generate or absorb the power Pgc in order to
keep the DC voltage constant. In steady-state
for a lossless AC/DC/AC converter Pgc is
equal to Pr and the speed of the wind turbine
is determined by the power Pr absorbed or
generated by C rotor. The phase-sequence of
the AC voltage generated by C rotor is
positive for sub-synchronous speed and
negative for super synchronous speed. The
frequency of this voltage is equal to the
product of the grid frequency and the absolute
value of the slip. C rotor and C grid have the
capability for generating or absorbing reactive
power and could be used to control the
reactive power or the voltage at the grid
terminals.

For a loss less generator the mechanical
equation is:
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Dynamic simulation of DFIG in terms of d-q
winding
The general model for wound rotor
induction machine is similar to any fixedspeed induction

turbine voltage, current, generated active and
Reactive powers, DC bus voltage and turbine
speed.

Generator as follows:
1. Voltage equations:
Stator Voltage Equations:

Rotor Voltage Equations:

2. Power Equations:
Figure 7: Wind turbine voltages, current, generated
active and Reactive powers, DC bus voltage and
turbine speed

3. Torque Equation

4. Flux Linkage Equations:
Stator Flux Equations:

Rotor Flux Equations:

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Figure 8: Bus voltage, current, generated active power,
motor speed

Turbine response to a change in wind
speed in the "Wind Speed" step block
specifying the wind speed. Initially, wind
speed is set at 8 m/s, then at t = 5s, wind
speed increases suddenly at 14 m/s. Start
simulation and observe the signals on the
"Wind Turbine" scope monitoring the wind

At t = 5 s, the generated active power
starts increasing smoothly (together with the
turbine speed) to reach its rated value of 9
MW in approximately 20 s. Over that time
frame the turbine speed will have increased
from 0.8 PU to 1.21 PU. Initially, the pitch
angle of the turbine blades is zero degree and
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the turbine operating point follows the red
curve of the turbine power characteristics up
to point D. Then the pitch angle is increased
from 0 deg to 0.76 deg in order to limit the
mechanical power. We also observed the
voltage and the generated reactive power. The
reactive power is controlled to maintain a 1
PU voltage. At nominal power, the wind
turbine absorbs 0.68 Mvar (generated Q = 0.68 Mvar) to control voltage at 1PU.
If we change the mode of operation to
“Var regulation” with the “Generated reactive
power Qref” set to zero, we will observe that
voltage increases to 1.021 PU when the wind
turbine generates its nominal power at unity
power factor.

In this mode the wind turbine speed
varies very much starting from 0.7 PU to 1.6
PU and then tending to stabilize at 1.0 PU. At
about t=12s the pitch angle increases abruptly.
Simulation of wind turbine and grid
parameters when the mode of operation is set
to Control Parameters.
When the mode of operation is set to
control parameters then we see that for grid
the active power starts decreasing after 5 s
and becomes nearly 5 MW while the reactive
power becomes positive and starts increasing
to nearly 2MW before becoming constant.

Figure 9: At Var regulation wind turbine voltage,
current, generated active and Reactive powers, DC bus
voltage and turbine speed

Figure: 11 At Control Parameters Bus voltage,
current, generated active motor speed

Figure 10: At Var regulation Bus voltage, current,
generated active motor speed

in the grid side simulation the active
power generated starts increasing as the
voltage increases and reaches to nearly 9 MW
as the voltage reaches to 1 Pu. The reactive
power requirement is less initially but
gradually it increases to few MWs. The wind
turbine speed remains constant for 7s then it
increases and again becomes constant at 20s.
In this observe the impact of voltage sag
resulting from a remote fault on the 120-kV
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system. First, in the wind speed step block,
disable the wind speed step by changing the
Final value from 14 to 8 m/s. Then open the
120-kV voltage source menu.
In the
parameter “Time variation of”, select
“Amplitude”. A 0.15 pu voltage drop lasting
0.5 s is programmed to occur at t = 5 s. Make
sure that the control mode is still in Var
regulation with Qref = 0. Start simulation and
open the "Grid" scope. Observe the plant
voltage and current as well as the motor
speed. Note that the wind farm produces 1.87
MW. At t = 5 s, the voltage falls below 0.9 pu
and at t = 5.22 s, the protection system trips
the plant because an under voltage lasting
more than 0.2 s has been detected (look at the
protection settings and status in the "Plant"
subsystem). The plant current falls to zero and
motor speed decreases gradually, while the
wind farm continues generating at a power
level of 1.87 MW. After the plant has tripped,
1.25 MW of power (P_B25 measured at us
B25) s exported to the grid.

reactive powers generated by the windturbines during the voltage sag keeps the plant
Voltage above the 0.9 pu protection threshold.
The plant voltage during the voltage sag is
now 0.93 pu. Finally, we will now observe
impact of a single phase-to-ground fault
occurring on the 25-kV line at B25 bus. First
disable the 120-kV voltage step. Now open
the “Fault” block menu and select “Phase A
Fault”. Check that the fault is programmed to
apply a 9-cycle single-phase to ground fault at
t = 5 s. We observed that when the wind
turbine is in “Voltage regulation” mode, the
positive-sequence voltage at wind-turbine
terminals (V1_B575) drops to 0.8 pu during
the fault, which is above the under voltage
protection threshold (0.75 pu for a t > 0.1 s).
The wind farm therefore stays in However, if
the “Var regulation” mode is used with Qref =
0, the voltage drops under 0.7 pu and the
under voltage protection trips the wind farm.
We can now observe that the turbine speed
increases. At t= 40 s the pitch angle starts to
increase in order to limit the speed.

Figure 13: Simulation of a fault on the 25-kV system
Figure 12: Simulation of a voltage sag on the 120-kV
system

Now, we changed the wind turbine
control mode to "Voltage regulation" and
repeat the test. We will notice that the plant
does not trip anymore. This is because the
voltage support provided by the 5 Mvar

4. CONCLUSION
We have discussed here the basic
operation of DFIG and its controls using AC/
DC/AC converter. First We simulated a wind
turbine driven isolated (not connected to grid)
induction b generator. But for best efficiency
the DFIG system is used which is connected
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to grid side and has better control. The rotor
side converter (RSC) usually provides active
and reactive power control of the machine
while the grid-side converter (GSC) keeps the
voltage of the DC-link constant. So finally we
simulated grid side and wind turbine side
parameters and the or responding results have
been displayed. The model is a discrete-time
version of the Wind Turbine Doubly-Fed
Induction Generator (Pharos Type) of Matlab/
SimPower Systems. Here we also took the
protection system in consideration which
gives a trip signal to the system when there is
a fault (single phase to ground fault) on the
system. The faults can occur when wind speed
decreases to a low value or it has persistent
fluctuations. The DFIG is able to provide a
considerable contribution to grid voltage
support during short circuit periods.
Considering the results it can be said that
doubly fed induction generator proved to be
more reliable and stable system when
connected to grid side with the proper
converter control systems.
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